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In his 20100510 SAC Meeting Follow-Up phone call, KCM presented MRE with an option for combining the flows from
the Little Moxee and Hubbard Canals into a single pipe west of the Roza Canal Wasteway. KCM provided more
collateral data for this proposal, including plan and section sheets and a contractor bid estimating the project’s cost at
approximately $407,000US (2005). KCM explained that if this pipe were completed, the County could use the relic
Hubbard Canal channel for overflow drainage. He also suggested this plan could be extended to the east to Siphon #3
near Cut Off Road, explaining if the County was willing to cover a portion of the cost of this plan, the SMID would cede
the Little Moxee and Hubbard rights-of-way to the County for whatever purposes it deemed appropriate.
(NOTE: KCM called BA to propose another discharge piping alternative at Siphon #2. It has been consolidated with the
other exhibits gathered at the meeting. For a digital copy of the original phone conversation memo, see
Q:\Seattle\2010\SAPWT-10-005\ProjMgt\Correspondence\Phone Calls\Selah-Moxee Irrigation District\20100621
Follow-Up to 20100609 Irrigation Coordination Meeting\20100621 Follow-Up to 20100609 Irrigation Coordination
Meeting.pdf. Also during this phone conversation, KCM introduced Clancy Flynn (CF), the new manager of the SMID
and informed BA that all future correspondence with SMID would be directed through him. MRE.)
RVH suggested excavating a proposed detention pond on a vacant lot south of the Hubbard Canal currently owned by
Scott Cheyne.
Collateral Information
RB supplied the project team with plan and profile drawings for the RID’s facilities and explained to the group how to
read them. She noted that this material only contained data for RID’s facilities south of the split-off for the Roza Canal
Wasteway. When she saw BA’s northernmost alternative actually crossed the Roza Canal north of the split-off, she
offered to gather plan and profile information for this area as well.
(NOTE: RB sent this information to BA after the meeting. It has been consolidated with the other exhibits gathered at the
meeting. For a digital copy of the original transmittal, see Q:\Seattle\2010\SAPWT-10005\ProjMgt\Correspondence\Transmittals\Roza Irrigation District\Incoming\20100614 Follow-Up to 20100609
Irrigation Coordination Meeting\20100614 Follow-Up to 20100609 Irrigation Coordination Meeting.pdf. MRE.)
RVH and KCM supplied the project team a plan drawing for the SMID’s facilities.
MRE and JWA presented the group with a copy of the “Braided Swath” exhibit. The group used this map to record
extensive details of the various irrigation authorities’ facilities in the area, including the location of headgates, presence of
canal lining, the frequency of irrigation deliveries, possible piping options, and access roads.
Maintenance Access
MRE explained that the sharp rise of the ridge at the west end of the project corridor presented BA with a number of
serious engineering challenges, specifically relating to maintenance access. He noted that in order to provide an 8%
maximum grade between the proposed at-grade intersection at Marsh Road and the ridge top, uninterrupted linear access
to the easement along the north side of the Union Gap Canal would be impossible. PA noted that this would not be a
problem due to UGID’s access agreement with USBR. KCM explained that SMID had a similar agreement with USBR for
the Hubbard Canal and Little Moxee Canal and that uninterrupted linear access was not necessary.
RB discussed how the Roza Canal differed from the other two agency’s facilities. She explained that maintenance
activities occur daily on the Roza Canal. Consequently, the RID would need to have uninterrupted linear access to its
facility. MRE understood this and noted that the Roza Canal’s vertical location at the ridge top offered greater flexibility
to provide at-grade continuity between the EWC and the RID’s maintenance access roads. MRE further suggested
placing sections of mountable curb at these at-grade intersections to allow RID’s maintenance trucks to make a quicker
transition across a five-lane section of roadway.
In her 20100614 Follow-Up to 20100609 Irrigation Coordination Meeting transmittal, RB suggested BA review existing atgrade intersections with the Roza Canal’s maintenance access road during design of the EWC. She offered Roza Hill
Drive as an example of a very poorly designed intersection with little or no sight distance due to a fence. She informed
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BA that the RID wants a speed reduction on the EWC’s approaches to any at-grade intersection with the Roza Canal
maintenance access road to alter drivers’ expectations.
Blasting
In her 20100614 Follow-Up to 20100609 Irrigation Coordination Meeting transmittal, RB again expressed RID’s concern
over blasting excavation adjacent to RID’s canal facilities.
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